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BOSS DOG® BRAND, INC. TO EXHIBIT AT THE ANIPET BUYING SHOW 
Boss Dog® Brand continues to make tracks in Canada  

 
Seattle, WA, August 6, 2019 — Boss Dog® Brand, Inc. will be exhibiting at the upcoming               
Anipet Buying Show on August 10, 2019 in Richmond, BC. The partnership with Boss              
Dog® and Anipet has continued to flourish over the last year as the brand has gained                
distribution and continues to innovate relevant, wholesome products for pets. Anipet           
carries all current skus from Boss Dog® including their Greek Style Frozen Yogurt for Pets               
and Raw Goat Milk. Boss Dog® will be offering a sneak preview of their newest               
innovation- Freeze Dried Raw Diet! These Nuggs™ are infused with probiotics and cane             
be used for an entire meal, as a topper or as a snack or treat!  
 
The entire Boss Dog® portfolio offers treats and foods for pets that are not only               
delicious but also have digestive and other benefits! Currently the portfolio offers both a              
line of probiotic frozen Greek Style Yogurt treats and Raw Goat milk—both can be              
enjoyed by dogs and cats. The frozen Greek Style Yogurt treats have an irresistible taste               
and pack a probiotic punch of over 3 billion probiotic cultures per cup!  
 
In addition to Boss Dog® Raw Goat Milk being a great digestive aid, it also contains DHA; 
which is a type of polyunsaturated fat from the omega 3 fatty acids family. It also is a 
great way to ensure pets obtain their daily need for moisture for both dogs and cats. 
Their bodies are about 65% moisture and unlike humans, they are designed to obtain a 
majority of their water from the foods they eat. By adding Boss Dog® Raw Goat Milk to 
your pet’s diet, they will be gaining needed moisture as well as the benefits from raw 
nutrients.  
 
Boss Dog® Brand, Inc. 
 
In 2002, Greek Yogurt founder and entrepreneur, Vasili, set his sights on changing the 
way people eat yogurt. He began crafting the very first batches of his now-famous Greek 
yogurt products. Years later, a healthy, happy, and energetic Rhodesian Ridgeback (Lion 
Dog), named Kelby joined his family. The way Kelby walked, played and even snacked 
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can only be described as “like a boss”. Vasili and his family were inspired to create a 
brand dedicated to products that taste great, are fun to eat and offer extra nutritional 
benefits. Boss Dog® Brand was born! Treat your pet like a boss! Learn more at 
www.bossdogbrand.com .  
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